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How to win elections is an ancient Roman guide to a campaign as updated as tomorrow's headlines. In 64 BC. N.E., when the idealist Marcus Cicero, the greatest Roman orator, ran for consul (the highest office in the Republic), his practical brother Quintus decided that he needed some pointless advice
on running a successful campaign. What follows in his short letter is a timeless shinge of political wisdom, from the importance of promising everyone everything and reminding voters of your opponents' sexual scandals, that you are a chameleon, that you are a chameleon, that you present yourself well to
the masses and constantly surround yourself with rabid supporters. Presented here in a vivid and colorful new translation, with Latin text on the upside pages, this unacceptably pragmatic example of the modest art of personal politics is dead (Cicero won)--and as important today as when it was written. A
little-known classic in the spirit of Machiavelli's prince, How to win an election is a necessary read for politicians and all who enjoy watching them trying to manipulate their way into office. Quintus Tullius Cicero, the younger brother of the better-known Marcus, who was one of the greatest orators of the
late Roman Republic[1], apparently wrote this wonderful book in a long letter to his older brother on how to win elections. When you understand this book, the word is quite important. Within this book, there are two different ways to understand this word as much as it is of greater importance. The author, a
somewhat cynical and world-wise Roman of his time, gi Quintus Tullius Cicero, the younger brother of the better-known Marcus, who was one of the greatest orators of the late Roman Republic [1], apparently wrote this wonderful book to his older brother in a long letter to how to win the election. When
you understand this book, the word is quite important. Within this book, there are two different ways to understand this word as much as it is of greater importance. The author, a somewhat cynical and saintly wise Roman of his time, gives advice to his little-worded, or ambitious, older brothers, how to win
a special election with the field weaknesses, but that's Cicerou, i'm just from the middle class on 64 BC. n.e., allow him to win his place for himself and for his members of the aristocratic nomibilitetete. It's said that, despite its weakness, the copyrights point not to focus on the message, as Karl Rove dryly
points out in his latest cover for the book, are now being used for modern politics [2] in how to win with joy, promising the moon and negative action of sms. In terms of its content, this book is up to a point and direct. If someone on the left didn't have a imagining and idiosyncratic Latin original text, and
one read only an English translation, all that would require a name change would be necessary. whether the text was written in 64 BC. N. No. Despite its short length, barely 100 pages even considering that half of it is in Latin, but most of the rest consists of an obanation, introductory text, glossary and
pre-written for further reading, that is, a book of the great worthy advice with ivic i brutally honest, but that is astonishing i 2000. The translator states about his text: Translating the text of the Commentariolum petition is not an easy task. Latin is sometimes obscured, while the manuscripts that have been
translated to us have been broken at several points. I tried to make my translation accessible, colloquial and as clear as possible to modern readers, while staying true to the sense of original text (xxiii). Mission accomplished. How did Quintus advise his older brother on how to win the most prestigious
elections in the Roman Republican Society? He advised his brother to win the election. Don't take off, don't sound the weather to flatters on the holiday, or showing the Roman population his sub-suboup i constantly likes to demonstrate the jacine of his coalition, his ability to be above the strialy neglected
ground-level i rural bice u surrounding Rome, i u calling for his political favors got su through his own oratorio lawyer for the elite, or i the sist of the populist Roman aristocrat Pompeii. He advised his brother, who might come as hard as Obama or Romney, to work on being more charming and charismatic,
to stand up to the front for loveliness and joy, and to pay attention to people's memory and pay a lot of attention in conversation, rather than be lost in thought and thinking, as he didn't want. Most cynically, he advised his brother to lead a campaign of continued action and support among elites and
community leaders, and the similar and relentless smear of opponents, How SU his elite competitors for the consulate were the other raters on horseback, a figure to the notorious Catiline, chiju is tilting over the republic after losing the second consul election by
10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Although Cicero was successful in his campaign, he eventually fell prey to the hostility of successors to Julius Caesar during the fall of the Republic some twenty years after this successful campaign. After all, all
earthly glory is going down. This is a text worth reading, although its principles still practice today with the Machiavellian contemporary equivalents of Quintus Tullius Cicero in our modern political mile. [1] See example: ... [2] See, for ... more Appearance in a Form that is similar to the work used for
American politics -- Harry Frankfurt's landmark treatise On Bullshit -- a small notebook called How to Win an Election: An Ancient Guide to Modern Politicians (Princeton University Press) is a new edition of the Commentariolum petition. It's an essay attributed to Quintet Tuli Cicerou, supposedly from 64
BC. n.e.c., although it may have been written in the next century. Over the years, scholars have argued about this long and difficult one. This could be the work of a student who imitates Cicero, or a historian who imagines how she might be able to advise on the side of political life beneath a republic.
Coming to the not quite 120 pages, How to win an election is a quick read - especially if you don't know Latin: original work appears on steamy pages, and Philip Freeman's translation on odd numbering. In his introduction Freeman (professor of classical languages at Luther College, in Decorah, Iowa)
gives a quick and fairly broad sketch of Roman politics in Cicero's era. A short list of recommended readings includes Anthony Everitt's Cicero: The Life and Times of Rome's greatest politician, but not, in a strange way, Plutarh's biography. Is it worth tracking down more context. Freeman mentions a
scientific discussion about who wrote the work, but shinges it. The author, he writes, was apparently someone intimately familiar with Roman politics in the first century ago, who had a keen sense of how elections had been won at any age. No doubt, it's hard to read a document without wondering if it's
fact or fiction. Authentic or not,Riolum's commentary is supposed to be a letter to Quintus Tullius Cicero to his older brother Marc (famous) on the eve of the campaign for consulship -- as written in the title of another translation available online. The consulship was an office that, much like the President or
the Prime Minister, with some high priesthood responsibility thrown in. The situation would lose a lot of power in a few decades, as the civil war gave the city a dictatorship (benign) of Caesars. Marcus ran for consul when he remained the highest office in the land. That a non-aristocrat like Marcus had a
chance at the position was a sign of changing times. He and his brother came from a family that was hesiling at cleaning up the toga. The washing process involved a wet cloth in the urine to extract the grease. Then, of course, it was very thorough. But still... Another Roman would have forged the phrase
pecunia non olet (money doesn't stink), but Marcus Cicero's background must have been a gift to political satirists, too. Marcus was thoroughly punished in Greek rhetorical theory and political science. But hefty ideas don't win the election, and you won't find any in the guide Quintus wrote for Marcus
(assuming that). This is the cube of electoral realpolitik – and advice, if authentic, clearly worked. Marcus got a seat. To save recommendations on the first PowerPoint slide: A candidate needs to know how to freeze, smear and make many promises without becoming overly confused by the absolute
certainty that he will not fulfill a majority. If you break the promise, explains Quintus Cicero, the outcome is uncertain and the number of those affected is small. But if you reject the promise, the result is fixed and causes anger in a large number of voters. Besides, once you're elected, time is on the
candidate's side: Events always happen that you didn't expect or not what you expected. Broken promises are often lost in a cloud of changing circumstances, so the anger against you will be minimal. In short, what do you have to lose? After all, if a politician had just promised to be sure he could keep it,



he wouldn't have many friends. It's true, yes. Electoral politics is all about making friends (or friends, either way) without creating, along the way, a bunch of enemies who know various uninflated rumors or uncomfortable truths about the candidate. Cicero suggests that the most risky information about the
candidate is most likely to come from family members or very close associates. First, the candidate needs to find the privileged - the kind of people he's trying to join - to warn them that he will defend their interests. Tell them, says Quintus, that if you seem to be on the side with common people on any
issue, it's because you have to win the favor of Pompey to use your great influence on your behalf, or at least not against you. (Imagine someone with a pre-Palin reputation of John McCain and post-Lewinsky my Bill Clinton and you get a sense of Pompeii.) In addition to the pathology, there are numbers
that have power within their own cities, neighborhoods, associations and so on. A candidate who gets support also gets the votes of the people who influence them. But pay attention, warns a campaign adviser, to differentie these men from those who seem important but are not real power and are often
unpopular in their group. Identifying the difference between useful and ruthless men in any organization will save you from investing your time and resources with people who will help you a little bit. Given the audience behind this column, I think it's a good point to comment on academic politics, but you're
probably way ahead of me on this. In addition to cultivating a strong elite, the candidate must meet and meet many different types of people with which we would not normally associate them in everyday life. It could be stalling. But this is an opportunity: running for office is a perfectly decent way of
fearless and unacceptable [cultivating friendships with people with whom no decent person would talk to. Also, while the art of flattery [is] a shameful thing in ordinary life, it is on the campaign trail. If you're flattering a man, explaining tactics, there's no excuse for it, but if you use inadging as a way to
make political friends, that's acceptable. For a candidate, there must be a chameleon, adapting to each person he meets, changing his or her expression and speech as needed. Such passages are what makes even the classicist wonder whether the document is true. As someone said in another context:
You don't talk about these things, you just do them. Less impressionist doubts about its authenticity focus on certain choice words or historical references that might be ahronistic. It was also claimed that the letter to Marcus format was a kind of ruse -- that it was genuinely intended to be surrounded by
potential marcuss during the aristocracy. That would be a signal that they shouldn't worry about any promises the candidate made. If so, it was also a reminder of how much filth Marcus's campaign had over her opponents -- especially Catiline, an aristocratic hot head who, he writes in the letter, lived a
life of dissent while hanging out with actors and was known for hanging out with gladiators who served as hired bandits in all their crimes. As for the crimes, they were too many to say: He never missed an opportunity to desecrate the shrine, even though his followers didn't want to stop so low.... He was
so unheard of, so mean, so shreathed in his decency that he harassed young boys almost in the arms of their parents. Do I have to remind you what he did in Africa? It's all recorded in the indictments, which should be carefully reviewed, by the way.... He's so unpredictable, men are more afraid of him
when he's not doing anything than they do when he's making trouble.' And also: Catiline would have led a failed coup attempt two years later. If the accounts of Roman historians are anything to go by, nothing in Commentariolum really counts as an indictment of the character. This guy does sound like
scum. Whoever wrote the document, and for whatever reason, it's foolish to think that someone in the 21st century will read it as a campaign planning guide. Someone who doesn't yet have an instinctive understanding of the points he makes won't last long enough to become a city council candidate,
much less a president. No, his appeal is for voters as a reminder of what we're up against. Politicians can come and go, and campaigns can ebb and run -- but electoral cynicism is forever. (NOTE: Two fixes have been made since the original posted column. A distant reference to Quinto, since a more
famous brother was removed, and the original spelling of Catiline was entered, although contemporary writings -- such as translations of Sallust's history -- often call it Cataline.) Catalin.)
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